
SF and SG  Forester 2" lift install 

Anderson Design & Fabrication 

Works on, 98-08 Foresters, 96-99 Outbacks, 90-99 Legaceys & 93-07 Impreza 

 

For install the front strut spacers are marked with a L and R, Left  and Right (the cars Left and 

right). The bolt its marked next to point forwards towards the front of the vehicle, towards the 

grill or the head lights (depending on model).  

 

Let's start with the REAR first. MAKE SURE TO JACK THE CAR UP PROPERLY AND USE JACK 

STANDS!  



Now on the SF and SG foresters in the rear the top of the strut is concealed by a plastic cover. 

Most of the time you can pop it off pretty easy with your hands. And the bolts to the top hat 

will be right there.  

 

 

Now that you have the top of the strut exposed and ready to unbolt, pop the clip off holding 

the brake like to the strut. If it is a full O (circle) and the brake line is fed through it, don't break 

the line loose at the caliper! Make a small slice in the bracket bend it back and slide the brake 



line out. Upon re install slide it back in and bend it back into place and re attach the clip. 

 

Now that you have it just about ready to come out, DISCONECT THE SWAY 

BARS!! It'll save you a lot of time and muscle trying to fight it in a out!  

There are 2 19MM bolts at the bottom of the strut. Once you get those out unbolt the top of 

the strut and it all should slide out nice and easy.  



 

Now that you have the strut out time to start to install the lift block. Clean the surface of the 

strut as it may be dirty for a nice seat. Use the stock hardware to bolt the lift block to the top of 

the strut. Best to use something to hold it in place and use a end wrench to tighten the bolts 

down tight.  



 

After all of them are tight and good, 

 

Trailing Arm Spacers! This will help do you don't have to fight the strut by 

pushing it back when trying to install it. I've put in longer bolts for these spacers so stock ones 

won't be needed. Get the smaller blocks bolt in first then the other two will go in easier. Don't 

tighten them down until there all in and finger tight. It will help to prop the hub up with a jack 

so the trailing arm is streight. You will need to push and pry to get it in a little. I recommend 

starting with the single bolt side and then work to the 2 back bolts.  



 

 

After you get that all together, get the strut back in and finger tightened at the top. For the two 

large bolts at the bottom of the strut get the bottom one in first. Then use a jack and lift up on 

the hub to get the top bolt in with ease.  



 

 

Tighten everything down and most on to the next side!  

FOR THE FRONT! 

Now if your replacing your struts probably won't matter much but it you're not MAKE YOUR 

CAMBER BOLTS! 99% of the time it will be within spec for an alignment because my lift spacer 

are offset as such.  

 



 

Now unbolt the ABS line and the brake line from the strut. And MAKE SURE TO UNHOOK THE 

SWAY BARS!! These needs a little Allen and an box end wrench.  

 

 



When you get the bottom of the strut un bolted be very careful to not pull the hub/knuckle out 

to far!! It will pull the CV out of the inner cup because there's no retaining ring holding it in just 

the boot... If it does come out! You can push it back in and slide the boot back on not a big deal.  

 

Unbolt the top of the strut and pull the strut out. 

 

Now that you have the strut out time to start to install the lift block. Clean the surface of the 

strut as it may be dirty for a nice seat. Use the stock hardware to bolt the lift block to the top of 

the strut. Best to use something to hold it in place and use a end wrench to tighten the bolts 

down tight.  



 

The studs are marked with a L or R (Left and Right) points to the front of the car, this is the 

cars Left and Right, as if you were sitting in the driver seat. The logo on top of the spacer 

should be read correctly after the install looking into the engine bay from the front of the car. 

SF will tilt inwards towards the center of the front of the car. SG will point directly forwards.   

 

Same thing goes for the front when you get the top if the strut bolts snagged up.  Then get the 

bottom large strut bolt in and use a jack to push it up into place for an easy install.  

Hook back up all the lines back up and get ready to wheel!  

When you go to hook up the sway bars again, put the tires on and let the car back on the 

ground. This will help put pressure on the spring and allows you to get it in easier.  

If you have any questions feel free to email me or call me! 

Adnfab@gmail.com 

5035750034 

Anderson Design & Fabrication 


